Hex Frog Juicer v1.5 !
Automated Frog Control!

!

Installation of the Hex Frog Juicer (HFJ) is simple. Place
the board on a non-conducting surface (wood or wallboard).
Connect the 2 pin terminal block to the track bus. It should be in the same power
block as the frogs will be (but not necessarily if you are powering frogs across the
layout). Connect a single wire from each frog to any one of the pins on the 6-pin
terminal block - it doesn’t matter in which order. You are done.!
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Connections to Frogs!
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Frog Polarity Indicator LEDs (1 of 6 pairs)
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Jumper1Pairs Frogs
1-2 and 3-4

Jumper2- Pairs Frogs
5 and 6 (see below)

Use #22 or bigger wire (up to 3 feet from the bus) on the input side of the board
and between the frogs use #28-22 ga. wire (up to 15 feet from the frog to the
juicer). The track power LED indicates that the board is powered up. Note the 6
pairs of LED indicator lights around the periphery of the board. When a frog is
changes polarity, the indicator lights for that circuit will switch also. The Short
Indicator light will flash briefly when a train crosses a frog that needs to be
switched. !
There should be no resistors or lamps between the booster and the DCC input.
If there are they will prevent the HFJ from switching properly. The solution is to
run the wires directly to the booster.!
Pairing Tracks Together!
You can pair the frogs together so that if one changes polarity the other will also.
This is especially useful on a crossing or turntable. Jumper1 pairs frogs 1-2 and
3-4 together as 2 pairs (each pair is independent of the other pair) and Jumper2
pairs frogs 5-6. To use on a reversing section connect one of the pair to one side
of the rails and the other to the opposite rail. This will force the board to change
both rails when a short is detected on one.The frog juicer can provide up to 1.7
Amps to the reversing section.!
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Crossing Wiring Diagram!
A crossing requires 2 diagonal opposed frogs to be isolated and powered as
shown in the diagram.!
More help can be found at www.tamvalleydepot.com/hexfrogjuicer.html!
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Block Detectors!
Each Hex Frog Juicer draws just 80 mA (.08 Amp) from your
DCC system - mostly to drive the LED indicators. However
this can set off sensitive block detectors so wire the frog juicer
to the DCC Bus before the occupancy detector. !
Circuit Breakers!
Many circuit breakers can compete with the frog juicer especially newer models - and so the frog juicer should be
wired before the Circuit Breaker (see diagram). Tam Valley
Depot Circuit Breakers are timed to operate with the frog
juicers and the frog juicers can be after the breaker.!
Electrofrogs!
Do not modify your electrofrog - just wire the frog juicer to the
frogs (silver wires on bottom of turnout) as they come. The
frog juicer will take care of the rest.!
How It Works!
In the center of the board is a microcontroller (PIC16F722 for
those who are curious) which controls the operation of the
board. It is connected to 6 independent electronic SPDT
switches and a current sensor (the big green resistors). The
microprocessor polls the current sensors every 15
microseconds. The SPDT MOSFETs are capable of switching
on and off within a few microseconds. When the
microprocessor senses a current greater than 2 A at a given
frog, it briefly turns off both MOSFETs to let the MOSFETs
settle and then turns it back on in the opposite orientation (i.e.
the equivalent of a break-before-make switch but much
faster). The short indicator LED flashes each time a short
occurs - although the flash has been stretched to make it
visible, the actual short is resolved within 300 microseconds.!
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Style 2 (Shinohara)
Style 1 (Fast Tracks)

“DCC Safe” Crossover

